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specia[ message to

'11ie Canadian Cliinese 7(po Sliu
(:Martia{}lrts) Petferation
I e~end my sincere congratufations and 6est wisfies on

tfie occasion ofyour
2Jtli }fnniversary

rtfie many achievements and contri6utions tfiat you fiave
made to our community, lias made Canada a Getter pface ;n!!!ll~l
to five. I wisfi you a[[ tfie 6est in tfieyears to come.

?Jie J{on. Jolin 'McCa«um, CJ>.C., 'MJP.
'Martfiam - Vnionvi«e
!NO'Vem6er 2012

®,RKHAM

Frank Scarpitti
Mayor

November 10,20 12

GREETINGS FROM MARKHAM
CANADIAN CHINESE KUO SHU
(MARTIAL ARTS) FEDERATION
25TH ANNIVERSARY
Congratulations as you celebrate your 25th Anniversary! On behalf of the City
of Markham, I am honoured to extend greetings on this special anniversary
celebration.
Cultural diversity is one of Markham's greatest assets and I applaud your efforts to
promote Chinese traditional martial arts. With regional offices across Canada, you
have become the foremost representative of Chinese Martial Arts in Canada as
well as one of the largest Martial Arts Federations in North America.
Your providing technical support to the City of Markham as we successfully
brought the World's Longest Chinese Dancing Dragon to life and danced our way
into the Guinness World Records Book on September 30th, making Markham the
first municipality outside of China to successfully compete such an achievement,
was greatly appreciated.
As Mayor, I am pleased to extend my sincere congratulations on your 25th' or
silver, anniversary. Please know that we support your efforts in promoting martial
arts and cultural spirit, and we wish you continuing success.

You~ ,mce5~/fi•
Frank Scarpitti
Mayor
The Corporation of the Town of Markham , Anthony Roman Centre. 101 Town Centre Boulevard , Markham, Ontario L3R 9W3
Tel : 905.475.4872 • Fax : 905.479.7775 • fscarpitti@markham .ca • www.markham .ca

Jtl$A~~'"OO!lt~m~.~.t!Ji$ti
The Consulate General of the People's Republic of China
240 St. George Street, Toronto, Ontario, Canada. MSR 2N5 Tel:4l6-964-7260 Fax:4l6-324-6468
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Emily Cheng, Broker
Sultan Realty Inc., Brokerage
Chung Kin Carpets Limited
Dimerco Express (Canada) Corp.
Horwath Global Advisors Inc.
Rebecca Ling,
Chartered Account
Steve Quan,
Edward Jones
Eric Fung,
Pacific Insurance
Christian Wushu Fellowship
Ching Hang Kung Fu
Yau Kee Noodle House
Jimmy Chan,
Osteopathy

sponsors ~or t.hg
25t.h Annivgrsar~ E>anqugt.
&

23rd Annual canadian Kung Fu ChampionshiP

The Canadian Chinese Kuo Shu (Martial Arts) Federation was founded on 9th November 1987
and was registered in the Federal Government to be a national non-profit organization. Our
goal is to promote traditional Chinese martial arts and its cultural spirit in Canada.
During the past years, we had introduced lion dance to the York Region District School
Board. We set up a safety way to make weapon sparring a sport in our tournament and to
promote it in international event like the 'International Martial Arts Games'.
We participated and supported community affairs like fund raising campaign for the victims
of Yunnan earthquake in 1996,Tsunami in 2005 and Szechuan earthquake in 2008. We also
held a Kung Fu Show to raise fund for Orbis in 2006. Recently CCKSF proudly acted as technical advisor in the world record breaking attempt of the longest dancing dragon beld ·n
Markham Civic Centre ori 30th September 2012.
CCKSF-needs to be rejuvenated. In future, we hope to attract more young people to practice
traditional Chinese martial arts and join CCKSF be our successors so as traditional Chinese
martial arts can con1inue to develop in Canadian.

William Kan

President
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President
William Kan AA~:tfi

Chairman
Nelson Cheng ~bkM

Vice President
Nelson Chan

Vice President
Hung Ting Seng

Vice Chairman
, Richard Chow
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Vice Chairman
Bruce Ki nney

Vice President
Luo Zhi Fa

Liza Lee

mttw

Treasurer: Nelson Chan
£

Secretaries: Andrew Cheng 11!7k~. Ct:laoWing Pong~~-~.....-

Philip Mo

=E.IHi,

Honorary Senior Members
Jimmy Chan ~f.tlf;J, Chan Kwok ~~. Steve Ann •>.:rt"tt1""''+'·

I

Rong En Chan ~~~. Gordon Lee **~· John Lee *flfl~
Public

Relat1oris:Jsaac_iia~ ~!1!~, Ding Jian Ping T~.!¥.

Andy Won~

-

J

Recr~ation: Nelson Chan ~~Jtf¥, Chan Wing Pong ~~n : ·-~

Ji.

"/
Overseas Advisors
Chen Jin Xia ~~!l. Lok Kwai Fu (Kam Tung) ~itm (~m),
MAChi Kin Kenneth ,liey$~, William Moy ffi}_oot;M;, Lin Guan Yong ;M;g~,
Zhou Ju Bin ~ §:ijt, Tony Tam ~iin
Regional Offices
Quebec City: Situ Joycelyn Toy Montreal: Situ Mike Martelle
St. Catharines: Situ Matthias Bork Regina: Situ Tim Mrazek
Calgary: Situ Raymond Wong
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• LINCOLN ALEXANDER dots the eye of a ceremonial Chinese
lion-yesterday at Bre~uf Catholic high school with the aid of _
William Kan of_the C~nadian qf:tlnese Martial Arts-Federation. -
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'North Korea's silver lining
.......··-....
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imothy Mrazek recent]y went wbere
f'ew westerners ha\'e gone before North Korea. Mnzet, along with two
other Canadians, visited the communist

.l!!l*7<:it'MIB•Illllt'.

countries gathered in Pyongyang ror the
tournament - dubbed the "Martial Arts
Olympics!' 1be Internationally sanctioned eo.-ent is amoag the most prestigious martial art competitions in modern
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The three-member Canadian team

swtncmc.

eame out
Mrazek, a naturopathic physician and

~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~--~~~~~~~~--~~

medals in empty hand and weapons com-
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country to compete in the flnt-e.,·er
International Martial Art.s Games held
Sepll4to21.
Close to l,IXX) competitors &om 50

petition.
Ontario'aMuter Lee ClU Wli won gold poUtical tensions with key donor counin weaponuy and Jilver in Sb.aolin tries and aeaerat doaor flltigue !brut·
styles. Situ William Kan, also from .....s the now of desperatelf aeeded
Ontario, toot silver in tbe Tai CIU divi- rood and rue! lid.
sion,
Despi,. the country's appareat probThe competition was llm<Ws, but lems, Mruet went bome witb positi\·e
Mnzet admits tmellinl to North Korea impression~ ofthe people who live there.
was a little nerve-raeting.
"''ve never met a more hospitable
"Pliortogolngln, It was like, 'OK, this bunch of people in my life. They were
II going to be kind orwelnl, ~be said. "I very straight forward. They were very
expected tbem to be a little bit suspi- respectfW," he said.
cious or us, • little bit guarded. maybe
And for an impoverished country,
superficially lnendly."
Mrazek wu IIW'prised at the llnaacial
He had every reason to be cautious. aupoortthepmes rec:eivedlhlmthe
Relations between North Korean leader Nortb Korean government.
Kim Jong D and leaders in western
"' doo't think that we as Canadian~
nations are strained and unstable.
eould lllllll:b the level of support thai
InJanuary2002, U.S. President George North Korea Vt'U able to put fornrd for
W. Busb said North Komi wu part of an these pmes,• be said --rbe le\-el of
•am or evil." alcq with Iran and Iraq. Jlnanelal support ls in an entirely dUfer·
Shortly after, Nortb Korea revealed that entrealm.
it bas an aetive nuclear program.
"'Athletes were eating probably better
The IntemaUonal Atomic Energy food than any of them would see ina 1001
Agency estimates North Korea may bave time."
u many as 8.IXKI spent fUel rods distribTbe p.mu were held at Tae Kwon Do
uted throughout at least three facilities SladJum. a la,ooHeat Jtadlum primarily
-enough material to produce up to siJ: used for tae kwon do martial art&, that
nuclear weapon&.
soldoutreaularly.
North Korea also b.u the fourth
"'It was really impressiVe to be there.
luges~ militazy in the world with 1.2 mii- They haYe all these ....... and stuft' or
Uootae twon do heroes." be said.
The country'allll'tllodustry Is miliUalike North America where !ladltary production and more than :.> per ums are often used fbr multiple spo~
cent ortts groa: domestic product iJ; used North Korea hal ladlvldual stadiwns for
ror military pW"J))&eS. At the same time, dilJ'erentspoN.
eh·ilans struale with malnutrition and
would be like aolng to an area of
deteriorating livinl oondltoDJ.
Regina for two or three blocks, and clusInternational rood lid deliveries have tered Ia this area, It's all sports fllclllties.
allowed tbe regime to eacape mass star- You have the LaWIOI'I. and Taylor Field
vation. However, Jn 2003, belgbteoed and tbtu JOU would bave 25 more Cacili-
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ties just like it, eaeh ooe fbr 1 specialized
sport," be said. "'It's not somethloc l-'OU
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would see here.•
Tbe dllrerenees don't stop there.
Under tbe leadersbip of Kim Jonc 11,
North Korean's eontaet with foreteners

II extremely limited.
Mrazek took this toto ac<ount during
his slay. He dido1 take pbo'-plu or

people and always asked permission
before shooti01 something.
•people there aren't used to contact
with outsiders. Some people are offend-ed 1£, u 1 tourist, you would take your
camera out and start anappin, pteturel"
But ror the mO&t part, the ClnadianJ
could do as they pleased.
"1bere never W8i a situation wllere
they said, 'no pbotos,' or 'don't do tbis' or
'don't do that' They gave us a great
amount of freedom."
In the context of sports. North Korea ls
sl milar to other nations. There are teams
for all kinds or .sports - even western

ones.

• Ji.;..fi.Ji..bof: :~c•Jt.iiJ ~lllllt'-14 • .&:~ :rnnothy
Mrazek·+4'it•lll.lttlt• (.!lliljof::l;_ 'f' ••••... ill)

"E\.-ery team sport you could lmagi11e,

they have it there,"' said Mrazek. "But io
terms of how often they eompete abroad.
it'l kind of limited..
The pmes were possibly the btaeat
internaUona.IIJ)Orting m!nt ever bOlted
by North Korea. And with P)'Ongy&na 105lag Ita bid to host the :mJ Olympic
Games, it's doubtful anything wUI top it

soon.
"The wbole cify was pumped and
pared rorthesepmes,. he illd.
"They were as happy to

weretobethere."
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Frib'nds Through Mort.iol Art.s
T. R. Mrazek, ND
Vice Chairman, CCKSF

Friends Through Martial Arts
I love Kung Fu. My martial arts journey has thus
taken me far from watching late-night Kung Fu movies
to discipleship in Canada, then to Shaolin Temple in
China and home again to Regina, Saskatchewan, where
my family and I have our Kung Fu school.
I started studying with Sifu Lee Chi Wai in 1985 and
have been involved with the Canadian Chinese Kuo Shu
Federation (CCKSF) since 1991. I've participated in competitions, Children's martial art festivals, judge and official training, educational seminars, overseas martial
art & cultural exchange programs, various special projects and I've been a member of the CCKSF board of directors. I began volunteering in CCKSF functions to
support my teacher, but it was hard not to be inspired
by the faces of children and adults who were learning,
growing ... becoming; the results of positive cooperative
efforts. Perhaps this is one of the reasons we continue
to endeavour.
Promoting Chinese martial arts, the CCKSF seeks to
bring unity and cooperation in the martial arts in
Canada. One outstanding project was the introduction
of traditional Kung Fu and Lion Dance training programs for the school system . Adopted by the York Region district in Ontario, these pilot programs were
highly successful and became templates for similar education programs.
The CCKSF has done considerable work to enhance
the quality of its competition experience by developing
unique rules and competition formats that seek to include a wide diversity of martial arts. Over the years, exciting specialized divisions have been introduced for
children and adults in empty hand and traditional
weaponry, modern wushu and a variety of other traditional-based combat formats such as wing chun, pushing hands, weapon sparring, shuai jiao wrestling and
others. The developmental challenges of finding a bal-

ance between safety and quality of contest were undoubtedly worthwhile.
In the late 90's, the CCKSF began collaborating with
international organizations, such as the International
Wu Xue Federation and the World Kobudo Federation.
Capital Conquest, held annually in Canada, and the
Canadian Martial Arts Games (CMGC) are two of the
major undertakings in which the CCKSF was involved.
These events helped bring eaucational opportunities to
new arenas and to new generations of enthusiasts. In
2004 Sifu Lee Chi Wai, Sifu William Kan and I represented Canada at the inaugural International Martial
Arts Games (IMGC) in North Korea, DPRK. We were
pleased to join in the competition and also to introduce
several formats of weapons sparring developed by Sifu
Lee and CCKSF colleagues.
Charity and philanthropic works are an important
function of the CCKSF. The CCKSF has lent its hands and
voices to local and national causes of many sizes. Public
statements of assistance are always outshone by genuine sincerity as we've always had a personal connection to those in need. Internationally, the CCKSF has
helped with disaster relief efforts on many occasions.
These opportunities underscore the true values of the
martial artist and the importance of human compassion.

Si hai yi jia - among the four seas, all
are one family.
Perhaps less than 5% of the population is interested
in learning martial arts. Of that, an even smaller portion
will gravitate toward Chinese martial arts. It's easy to
understand why competition over students can be so
fierce . It's difficult to talk ethics when economic survival
and the providing for one's family are foremost.
The expression 'there is no second best in the world
of martial arts' is normally not viewed in a positive
light-a message of both personal encouragement and

Frib'nds Tllrougll Mort.iol Art.s
T. R. Mrazek, ND
Vice Chairman, CCKSF
collective solidarity-instead, the dark side is one of rigid
territorialism and a widening gap between people.
Martial artists, necessarily believing in their own
skills, often find it difficult to let go of their ego and to
acknowledge the merit of the other guy- or girl. Animosity is ultimately reduced to basic fears and desires.
It's instinctive to strive to fulfill our own needs, but we~
try to guard against greed, pettiness and other poisons.
A healthy understanding and practice of the martial arts
can complement this.
Modern society's values contrast with traditional
martial arts ideals- outward-expressions of strength, individual gain rather than collective benefit, quantity
over quality. The divide between rich and poor is widening. Every day we face a complexity of choices and decisions. The abundance of information at our disposal
is often neither valid nor useful. We continue to have
fears - physical, emotional, financial and environmental - for survival for us and our children. Recognizing
these things within ourselves reminds us to further our
own selfdevelopment. In reality, the practice of a good
martial art is a unifying journey within self, and in the
promotion of interpersonal relationships, closer family
bonds and stronger communities. The process of selfcultivation leads one to realize his potential. A person
of greatness cannot have a small heart as the outlook is
shifted from 'me' to 'we'.
The deeper journey of the martial arts- the pursuit
of gongfu- is a paradox that is not easily resolved. It's
easy to preach moral values and lecture on martial theory but fall short in real life. It's easy to be critical of others while praising oneself- an effective but superficial
survival technique. Who do we become when we are
stressed, angry and fearful?

everyone is not that different or separate. 'All are one
family'. Remember this when we see things differently.
When someone becomes successful, share his or her
joy. We can emulate the hard work, dedication and integrity that helped them achieve success. Each time we
meditate or practice the art, we may choose to confront and understand these contradictions. To find the
balance. To find inner peace.

Thanks to the Teachers!
Teachers have both great power and great responsibility. The best teachers have the respect of their students, community and peers but are not driven by
desire for respect. They do not teach only to make
money. Is it passion for the art or the quest for enlightenment? A love of teaching? We're not just passing on
physical skills and theoretical knowledge. Our students
learn also by our actions, how we treat others and by
the example we set outside of the training hall. Where
there is benefit to self and others, then there is virtue.
In Canada there are a lot of excellent martial art
teachers, and th is diversity of experience has only enriched the CCKSF and the opportunities it has helped to
create for learners of all ages. Our wish to raise future
generations of martial artists who work together in harmony and a spirit of cooperation is being realized by
our actions today.
My admiration to those who continue to struggle
with the paradoxes of the martial journey and my sincere
appreciation for the generations who have shared their
love for Chinese martial arts through their teachings.
Best Wishes for another 25 years!

Every traditional martial arts teacher knows the
importance of de, the virtues and moral code of the
art. Deep down, much as we might deny it at times,

Tim Mrazek
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My f="ort.y yGars of=" Wing Chun GXPGriGncG
"Right. hGart. dGVGIOPS right. f="orm;
suprGmG charact.Gr dGVGiops suprGmG spirit.ual lif="G"
As I look back on my life, it seems that it has passed
by in no time at all. From the when I started my martial arts training, I had developed a good relation ship with my Sifu Moy Yat for over 40 years; I, myself
have taught Wing Chun in Canada for 40 years.
Grand Master Moy Yat is one of the closed-door Ving
Tsun students of Grand Master Yip Man . Ving Tsun
is in FuShan dialect, the Cantonese dialect is Wing
Chun , and Yong Chun in Mandarin .
I am a small built person, so people pick on little
guy like me back in the sixties in Hong Kong. That
was part of my growing up, so I decided I must learn
martial arts to defend myself. I loved the Chinese
culture ever since I was a little kid, and I saw the
value and wisdom that this culture with its 5000
years of civilization and 1.8 million days of human
historical records had to offer. So picking to learn
Chinese martial arts was an easy choice. I believed
no one will dare pick on me if I am good in Chinese
martial arts. So my initial purpose of learning Wing
Chun was to "beat up the other guys . "
In fact, when people knew that I am a "Wing
Chun Boy", no one dared to pick on me, and even
more so after I had beat up few people in the back
alley of my school. From time to time, I was invited
to join gang street fights in Hong Kong, and being
an innocent teenager that I was, I only wanted to
stand up for my friends . As I grew older and trained
more under Sifu Moy Yat my attitude changed, and
I didn't believe in violence anymore. I learned that
Chinese martial art has a very deep meaning and
wisdom about life. One of the reasons that Chinese
martial art system do not have grading system is because Chinese treat martial art as a part of life, not
a social credit, or a skill certificate, with no commercial value, but life value.
The Chinese character "Wu" J£C, "mart ial", is
composed of the characters "stop" and "weapon",
meaning ending a fight right away or stopping a
fight . On the surface, the word may seem contradictory, but in fact it is the most fundamental truth of
Kung Fu in Chinese martial art training. In fact, if a
military general completed a war in "six days", he is
considered very skilful. The American army fought
the Vietnam war for over 20 years and no one wants
to comment on it or to know about that fight . In
fact, the Chinese practise ~raii'ii/llimeaning "winning

without a fight", meaning possessing power, but not
needing to use that power in a fight. That is the
highest level of achievement in Chinese martial art.
Many martial art schools turned itself into a martial business school, meaning the relationship between people are built on money, a commercial
product for sale. There is difference between "martial art product salesman" and a Sifu . Although, in
Chinese the words I~~ J "martial art teaching"
and ~~~J "martial art selling" are pronounced the
same, Grand Master lp Man taught us all about the
difference. Chinese martial art learning is about developing a good relationship between people, not
just about fighting.
Firstly, I have followed our Wing Chun family
ethical teachings and kept a very good relationship
with my students, teaching them and helping them
with life through Wing Chun training with the love
and passion of Christ. Secondly, Canada is a society
with laws and responsibilities, so teaching street
fighting is not the only way in Wing Chun training.
Developing good health, fitness of your body, and a
strong spiritual mind is also very important in my
Wing Chun program. The more I study Wing Chun,
the more I realize it is built upon the combination of
the physical, mental and spiritual parts of a body. A
wonderful wisdom of knowledge inherited from the
Chinese culture, and is how I structured the
iWingChun learning ( www.iWingchun .ca ). Thirdly,
I have structured my Wing Chun programs in an educated way of training, the trainer and the trainee,
which will allow students experience both sides of
the a coin, a full coverage of an instructional training, not a street fighting.
In my forty years of Wing Chun teaching in
Canada, I have followed the teaching from the Wing
Chun ancestors in China: 111YiE~~.IEJ "Right heart
develops right form", but I have added the second
half for the new generation: I II f.iJ ~ )! f.iJ J
"Supreme character develops supreme spiritual life. "
After all these years of running a Chinese martial
arts school, I found the best reward in life is when a
student comes back to visit me after they left the
school for decades, we have built a good friendship .
A life time relationship with Sifu.
Christian Wushu Fellowship
Sifu - Nelson Chan

ThQ untold Sgcrgts o~ Traditional
Chingsg Mart.ial Art.s
The history of traditional Chinese martial arts goes
back at least two thousand seven hundred years. As
early as the late Chunqiu Period (also known as the
"Spring and Autumn Period"), in the year 551 B. C., in
"The Art of War" by Sun Zi, there was already mention
of martial training in the section entitled Bingji (~tit).
In Yiwenzhi (!i3t0) in Hanshu (;iii) there is a collection of thirteen chapters on military skills (~a+.=.); in
addition, there are thirty-eight articles on sword-fighting techniques and six articles on hand-to-hand combat.
Quanjing(~~) authored by Qi Jiguang (JJOC i17C) in the
Ming Dynasty, offers to its readers for reference anumber of well-known styles of fist forms, including Song
Taizu Thirty-Two Moves Changquan (Long fist) <*::tfil.
=fJ.~~) and Wenjia Seventy-Two Xingquan (Moving fist form) (~~t+

.=. +

=fr*>·

mate aim of every martial arts practitioner. For the professional martial arts master, this is a way to further
growth. And yet, faced with the multitude of styles and
systems that are all quite unlike each other, how can one
master each thus finding the way to achieving one's ultimate goal?
First of all, it is important for us to keep in mind
that at the core of traditional martial arts is the art of
fighting. The health benefits are but the by-products.
From the earliest times to the present day, the appeal
of all systems and schools of martial arts lies in their profound internal strength and their clever and unpredictable attack skills. If we are unable to comprehend
the principles of internal strength and attack skills, we
will never be able to truly master martial arts.

The maturation of traditional Chinese martial arts
came during the Ming and Qing Dynasties. The influence
of classical philosophical thought brought into traditional Chinese martial arts ideas found in Daoism, Buddhism and Confucianism. In addition, the adoption of I
Ching principles (Jll~) gave prominence to the theories
of meridians and collateral channels and the belief that
"man and nature are one (~.A;~·-)." At the same time,
through observing the offensive and defensive behaviours in animals like the tiger pouncing, monkey fleeing,
rabbit escaping, eagle turning and snake coiling, martial
arts masters were able to marry the movements and their
intent and fashion these into a range of fist forms each
with its own distinctive style. Coupled with the perseverance, diligence and devotion of the martial arts masters,
the many styles of martial arts slowly reached their pinnacles. Today, several hundred systems of martial arts are
officially recognized by the Chinese government.

The principle of internal strength in traditional martial arts originated from the art of dao yin or qigong (~
51) practiced by the "Three Immortality Sects" which
were an early form of shamanism in ancient China. During the Western Han Dynasty, when traditional Chinese
medicine separated from the immortality sects and
transformed into an individual, stand-alone healing art,
it brought with it the breathing techniques and the principles of the circulation of energy and blood. It made
the idea of nature and man from I Ching (Jll~) its core
principle and perfected the theory of the twelve meridians in the human body. For example, the medical text
"Zhu Beng Yuan Hou Lun"(ilflijiJlf~~), compiled by the
court physician Chao Yuan Fang (:li:Jtn) in the year 610
A. D., during the Sui Dynasty (I!Jif~), the only pathology
text that has survived from ancient China, covers a wide
range of breathing and qigong exercises from pre-Sui
times. The fact that it does not include any medical prescriptions but, rather, recommends breathing techniques
and qigong as the way to health and tbe treatment of
illnesses, indicates the close ties between breathing
techniques and traditional medicine. Many techniques
in traditional martial arts, for example, Yijinjing (~mi~
) and Luohangong <m11Ih), have their basis in breathing techniques and qigong. Prolonged practice allows
energy and strength to coalesce; as well, the sinews and
the bones are strengthened. This is proof of the close
ties between traditional martial arts and breathing
techniques and qigong.

"To be proficient in a hundred styles and to learn
widely from other disciplines strong points" is the ulti-

Energy (or qi) is at the heart of the principles of
Yin and Yang and the Five Elements, which, in turn,

From the perspective of human cultural history, functional martial skills should have had an earlier inception,
whereas more formalized, systematic martial arts would
have developed later. Owing to the prolonged banning
of the martial arts by successive feudal dynasties, there
is a dearth of documentation of martial arts and their research analyses in ancient Chinese texts. This is particularly true of systematic, scholarly records. This is a prime
factor that explains the mostly grassroots beginnings and
diversity of traditional martial arts.
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constitute the core of Chinese culture and differentiate
it from all the other cultures in the world. Hence, when
we explain the mysteries of internal strength in martial
arts and examine the theory of meridians, we must also
consider the "culture of qi." The meridians and qi (en ergy) are inseparable; the same applies to qi and internal strength in martial arts.

between the heart and the diaphragm -and disperses
in the chest and abdomen. Going counter to this qi
causes illness, following this qi brings healing. It does
not combine with wind, cold and dampness, so it is a
defense against the pain and numbness that these elements cause.

The material basis for human life is the intake of
food. Huangdineijing (fi*"'-1~, II~, Jf~~~) states
the five grains enter the stomach, break down into
waste matter, body fluid and ancestral qi (;~~), and
enter the triple energizers<=~>- Waste matter is not
absorbed into the body and is expelled through the
large intestine. Body fluid, which comprises water, salt,
sugar, and amino acid, is absorbed by the body. Ancestral qi is vital to the respiratory functions of the body,
and is known as "the sum of all energies."

From this we can see that the qi that is generated
in the stomach from the food that we ingest can be
pure or impure. The qi that carries nutrients is pure; its
essence is fine and yin in nature. It produces blood and
is known as nutrient qi. Nutrient qi moves from the
stomach to the spleen, and up to the heart and the
lungs. The upper energizer (..t.1l(O governs the heart
and the lungs and is where ancestral qi resides. The nutrient qi (blood) that our food engenders and the oxygen that we take in through respiration move through
the twelve meridians and reach the entire body, propelled by ancestral qi (the function of breathing).

After the digestive process, food breaks down into
nutrient qi (~~) and defense qi (~~). The functions
of nutrient qi include the production of body fluid; it
enters the vessel and transforms into blood. It governs
the ends of the four limbs as well as the internal organs
of the body. Nowadays, we know it as blood circulation
in modern medical science. Ancestral qi enters the
heart and lungs and goes into the throat when we
breathe. This indicates that the essential qi in the five
grains is vital to respiration, or that it has the function
of promoting respiration. In reality, the carbon dioxide
that is released in metabolism is the main regulatory
factor in respiration. Defense qi in traditional Chinese
medicine is known as "fierce qi" (ff,;~zt~~). In the
day time, it circulates along the yang path and at night,
it circulates along the yin path. Its circulation is different from nutrient qi, and its presence highlights the
space between the flesh and the skin.

The impure qi that is generated by our food, due to
its volatile nature, does not circulate through the meridians; rather, it reaches the skin and the flesh directly and
it resides in between the skin, hair and flesh. It is yang
in nature, and is known as defense qi. Unlike oxygen
and carbon dioxide which enter the body through respiration, defense qi comes from the food that we eat,
but it does not go through the stomach and the spleen
and from there to the lungs. Instead, it goes directly
from the stomach to the mouth and thence through the
chest to the neck and shoulders. It circulates following
its own unique path. For this reason, in Huangdineijing
(Ji*"'-1~, ~~~.~~~)defense qi is also called "floating
qi" 0.!¥-~) . Since defense qi is characterized as "the fierce
qi of ancestral qi" (ff,;~z~~}, it is still subject to adjustment through respiration.

Regarding the difference between nutrient qi and
defense qi, Huangdineijing (ili*"'-1~, ¥r"'~ , ~mfq~)
gives this explanation:
The emperor asked, "Does nutrient and defense qi
also cause illness?" Qibo (difB) responded, "Nutrient qi
is the essential qi in the grains. It harmonizes the internal
organs and is beneficial to the meridians. It circulates
through the body, linking the internal organs. Defense
qi is the fierce qi in the grains. This kind of qi is swift and
volatile and cannot enter the meridians. It moves in the
skin and flesh . It gathers in the yumo (lf!ll) --the area

The question is what precisely is that area between
the skin and the flesh where defense qi is found? The
skin is a tightly-knitted tissue; if defense qi can circulate
through it, it indicates that defense qi does not need a
specific channel for its circulation . In other words, defense qi not only moves in the space between the bones
and the muscles, it also enters and moves in connective
tissues which are loosely woven . In addition, "between
the flesh" (1-t~.Zra~) can be understood as the space between the skin and the muscles because the skin and
the connective tissues under the skin envelope the
entire body; what is more, in many parts of the human
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body, there is no muscle beneath the skin; hence, only
the space between the skin and the muscles can be the
proper "path" for the circulation of defense qi.
The body, of course, is composed of the exterior and
the interior which are governed by yin and yang. Yin
and yang in the body refer to nutrient and defense qi,
which is commonly thought of as energy and blood. The
internal organs, sinews and bones are in the interior.
They depend on the enrichment from nutrient qi which
is carried through the body by the meridians. The skin
and flesh are in the exterior which is not accessible by
the meridians and nutrient qi. They, therefore, depend
on the nourishment from defense qi. It is through the
two kinds of qi that both the interior and the exterior
are strengthened. Although defense qi is yang in nature
and governs the exterior of the body, it does not necessarily mean that it has no part in sustaining the blood.
Nutrient qi is yin in nature; it governs the interior and
the blood, but, similarly, it does not mean that it has no
part in sustaining the energy. The understanding, therefore, is the two kinds of qi are part and parcel of each
other. The qi that is present in the exterior is known as
defense qi and that which resides in the interior is
known as nutrient qi. The human body is where yin and
yang come together. Taken separately, yin and yang are
two aspects, but when combined, they form one entity.
Because defense qi is impure and volatile, its circulation
unfettered by channels and its presence between the
skin, flesh and the qi thoroughfare (Mf!J), traditional
martial arts internal strength training tends to focus on
defense qi. Through a contrived process of stimulating
and strengthening the gathering and circulation of defense qi, martial arts practitioners are able to effectively
consolidate their internal strength and resistance to
strikes. Where the qi thoroughfares are in the body,
those are the parts where the training of resistance to
strikes and protection of the body should start.
Internal strength training in traditional Chinese martial arts focuses on the stimulation of defense qi. When
defense qi is elevated to a certain point, resistance to
striking training H~~tJ~IIf.l) begins. The goal is to cause
defense qi to collect in the hyaline layer (~~Jlll) of the
skin, thus effectively improving the flexibility and suppleness of the skin and its ability to resist striking and injury. It becomes a natural buffer between the internal
organs and external force and protects the internal organs from injury.

Because of its ability to move around the body, its
yang quality and its impurity, when defense qi is collected in the hyaline layer and seeps into the blood vessels in the deeper layer around the hair follicles, not only
can it raise the stability of the body temperature, it can
also raise the sensitivity of the nerves. In traditional
"pushing hands" training (t{t-=f), there are eight different methods and levels of strength for raising the sensitivity of the skin in the arms so that the goal of "sticking
to and staying with" (f~ilf~IIJI), and taking advantage
of the strength (~j!J.ff&'.1J) put in by one's opponent is
achieved. Similarly, in "sticking hands" training (~-=f-~11
t,i), constant contact with the sparring partner's arms is
used to develop the feelings in the arms and their sensitivity so that the practitioner is able to sense the direction and amount of strength that the partner will
deploy.
Modern medical theory maintains that a certain
level of carbon dioxide in the blood must be sustained
to ensure a normal breathing rate. If the level of carbon
dioxide is low, breathing will become slow and shallow.
It is clear to modern science that carbon dioxide comes
from the gasification of the nutrients ingested by the
intestines. When intake of food is interrupted for aperiod of time, the amount of carbon dioxide will be affected and normal respiration will be upset. This is
explained by the idea propounded by the ancients that
"when no grain is eaten, after half a day, qi will be
weakened; after a day, qi will be decreased." The ancients might not know about carbon dioxide, but what
they knew as "ancestral qi" probably implies a collection of gases, with carbon dioxide being one.
According to Huangdineijing, the energy that exists
in the environment and the energy that comes from the
vital essence in grains are similarly subjected to a strict
division-- one-third of the vital essence from respiration
comes from environmental energy, two-thirds from the
energy in grains. Because in each breath, more energy is
given out than taken in, it is necessary to make up for
the difference from grain. However, the amount of carbon dioxide breathed in is close to zero, whereas as high
as 5% of the breath let out is made up of carbon dioxide,
and this is in addition to the loss of defense qi and source
qi (:lCM). This is at the basis of the kind of training techniques that use lying down as the training posture such
as "locking the nose and breathing with the cinnabar
field" (£.iUlRii .~,f*f) in traditional Chi~ese martial arts.
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These techniques use defense qi - which governs human
sleep- to ensure that the life force is not lost or the loss
is reduced to the lowest possible level.
Huangdineijing maintains that the circulation of
blood and energy in the merid ians is propelled by respiration and not the heart. For this reason, the pulse itself represents breathing. When the pulse is slow, the
breaths are slow and deep; when the pulse is fast, the
breaths are fast and shallow. The depth of breaths is
directly linked to the depth of the energy entering the
internal organs. It is important, when studying traditional martial arts, to distinguish between energy and
blood. Nutrient blood is moved through the body by
the heart, but defense qi is moved by respiration.
Since breathing is the driving force that moves defense qi, it is closely linked to the circulation of the vital
energy in the meridians. In traditional Chinese training
methods, control of the breathing is extremely important. They either require the breathing to be slow, even
and lingering, or the intake of breath has to be long
and the breathing out is short and the reverse; this is
done according to the principles of supplementation
and drain ing (M it!!) and yin and yang. Even when
breathing is not the main focus of the training, when
the practitioner has attained a certain level, there is obvious natural change in the patterns of breathing . This
is not only recorded in ancient texts but has also been
reported by many martial arts practitioners. It is evident
that the same results as specific breathing practice are
achieved.
Since defense qi is characterized as the "fierce qi in
ancestral qi, " all internal strength training in martial
arts that involves the stimulation of defense qi begins
with breathing training. A survey of the training techniques of all schools and systems of martial arts will
show that there are basically three approaches.
The f irst uses ancient qigong or dao yin (~sl) techniques. It employs slow and deep breathing coupled with
movements and mind direction. One example of this kind
of training is Taijiquan (Tai Chi) Thirteen Moves (;t~~+
=~) . To stimulate defense qi using these techniques requires an extended period of train ing to get results.
The second approach requires the use of natural,
stable breathing and mind direction in a fixed standing
position (also known as zhuanggongs "pose and stance

training" ti}I}]) to stimulate the flow and strength of
defense qi. Underlying this approach is the theory that
the natural rhythm for the circulation of defense qi
around the body is 25 times. We have learned from traditional medicine that for the general population, their
defense qi is weak and dispersed; for them, the circulation of the meridians starts from the yin meridians and
returns to the yang meridians. For martial arts practitioners the reverse is true. The circulation starts from
the three yang meridians in the hands and legs and returns to the three yin meridians in the hands and legs.
In the circulation through the three yin and yang meridians in the hands and legs, when defense qi reaches the
yang meridians, centrifugal force is produced; when defense qi reaches the yin meridians, centripetal force is
produced. This generates the yin and yang forces in the
body and is commonly known among martial artists as
"competing forces" (*'JJ). Zhuanggong not only stimulates defense qi, it also allows the practitioner to gain
control over the "competing forces." Mastering the
"competing forces" can effectively strengthen a person's
balance and enhance his thrusting power (,ij)j~JJ). This
approach, however, tends to be tedious and takes a long
time to show results. What is more, long periods of
standing still will cause injury to the bones and tendons
and hastens the aging process. This approach should be
practiced in combination with "sleeping qigong training" (llti}]f~tl).
The third approach is based on the physiological
functions of the meridians and the natural breathing of
the body as well as the "fierce" nature of defense qi. It
employs strong, quick and even breathing rhythms combined with qigong movements to quickly stimulate and
strengthen defense qi. This training method is easy and
takes comparatively less time to master. Only a short
time is needed to direct defense qi to the ends of the
limbs (the fingers and toes) and to fill the qi thoroughfares in the body. When combined with zhuanggong,
it makes it a lot easier to gain control of the "conflicting
forces." The ability to "grasp energy" (ft*t), which is
developed in the course of this training enables the
practitioner to meet the need for effective breathing in
real combat situations. This is the preferred technique
in internal strength training within the Chung Wah
Kung Fu System (Human Potential-Martial Arts System).
The ties between defense qi and breathing go further. When we consider that the lungs govern the skin
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and hairs and that defense qi resides in the outer layers
of the body and exercises control over the triple energizers, we can easily see the connection between the opening and closing of the pores in the skin, breathing and
defense qi. In addition, there is a bio-gas field of about
30cm covering the surface of the human body, which,
through the interaction between the opening and closing of the pores in the skin and defense qi over an extended period of training, will transform into a hard,
protective shell as a result of the molecular change that
takes place. This is the pinnacle of the body protection
training in traditional martial arts- what is commonly
known as "Golden Bell Cover" (~jl~) or "Iron Shirt
Body Conditioning Training" (il:ffi"*~).
All of the principles in internal strength training in
traditional Chinese martial arts are based on the unique
nature of defense qi and its training. The theories as explained in Huangdineijing have been proven by the experience of masters through the ages.
Chinese martial arts has a long history, there are numerous systems, schools and styles. However, when we
study their historical development, heritage and look at
them from the ph~siological perspective of human motion, we can actually see that they fall into three main
categories: internal strength training (practical application of defense qi), fist-fighting (kicking, striking, throwing, grasping, attacking vital points, slipping joints, etc.)
and weaponry (eighteen weapons and hidden weapons).
A survey of the three categories reveals that at the
core of traditional Chinese martial arts is combat. When
we examine the development of hand-to-hand combat,
we can see that it comprises the external skills of kicking,
striking, throwing, grasping, attacking vital points, slipping joints as well as the use of internal strength for striking one's opponent. Both sets of skills are based on the
training of internal strength (defense qi). This marks out
a clear path for practitioners of martial arts to follow.
I Ching or yixue (~~) is the cornerstone of Chinese
culture. Its theories of taiji (Tai Chi), yin-yang and the five
elements are the fruit of the ancients, all attempts to understand the natural laws. It is of vital importance to traditional martial arts.
The ancients derived their understanding of the
human anatomy and human life from what I Ching revealed to them about the nature rhythms and the cor-

respondence between nature and man. When applied
to martial arts, aside from the skill of attacking vital
points which is based on the twelve meridians as described in I Ching, "midnight-mid-day ebb flow" (T-4=V'itl:f), and "eightfold method of the sacred tortoise" (
ii:iJ\)!), the other important area of study is the connection between the human skeleton and defense qi.
We have learned from astronomy that as the earth
revolves around the sun from the east to the west, it
also rotates on its own axis from the west to the east.
The moon revolves around the earth from the east to
the west. The revolution of the earth and moon in opposite directions and the force of gravity restrain the
movement of the joints in the human skeleton to between 45-90%. This explains why the human body
moves essentially in curves. This is the anatomical basis
for the skills of kicking, striking, throwing, grasping and
slipping the joints in traditional martial arts.
"Qi culture" (fiUJtst1t) is one of the most important
characteristics of traditional Chinese culture. Defense qi
which is cultivated in internal strength training makes a
total of 50 circuits in the body in each day and night. This
is in accordance with natural rhythms. The centrifugal
force generated when it is within the six yang meridians
and the centripetal force generated when it is within the
six yin meridians are reflections of the two opposing
forces that are produced by the gravitational pull of the
heavenly bodies moving in opposite directions. These are
the "conflicting forces" that internal strength martial
fist-fighting systems refer to; they are also considered as
natural forces. Internal strength martial artists make internal strength the mainstay of their combat techniques,
which, of course, involves the cultivation and application
of the "conflicting forces." The centrifugal force that
comes from defense qi being in the six yang meridians
creates a powerful thrusting force in the human body
and the limbs; whereas the centripetal force that comes
from defense qi being in the six yin meridians allows the
human body to maintain balance. When these two
forces are used in combination, what is known to internal strength martial artists as "round force" ($1ilt.J) or
"total force" (~t.J) is engendered. Martial arts masters
call the strength that comes from the human skeleton,
muscles and tendons as "acquired strength" (q~~!l!JJ),
and the latent strength (i.e. defense qi) in the body as
"innate strength" (jt;~!l!JJ). The goal of internal strength
martial arts is to replace the unbridled and unrefined
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strength in the skeleton, muscles and tendons with the
natural force and innate strength that is in defense qi.
This is the distinguishing mark between Chinese martial
arts and martial arts from other cultures in the world.
It is also totally different from the concepts espoused
by modern sports.
Internal strength martial arts practitioners place
great importance on the recovery and use of nature
force, the natural laws governing the human anatomy,
the curved motions of the human joints and the 25 circuits that defense qi makes during the daylight hours.
They use "round" and "curved" fist-fighting to take advantage of the "conflicting forces" produced by the circulation of defense qi. For example, "dispersal of
internal strength" (~!IJ;iEft) in internal strength training uses the centripetal forces of defense qi, so that in
fighting practice <tl"¥-;iE~) one is able to maintain one's
centre of gravity and balance; whereas "explosive external force" (9~!!/JmB".q!) uses the centrifugal forces to attack
and strike one's opponent. "Arched motion" is the key
to combining the power of "conflicting forces". By using
arched motion, a traditional martial arts practitioner can
integrate vertical force, lateral force and flexible rigidity,
and tear strength in seaming softness. These four "conflicting forces" and other types of force are only possible
in arched motion. These techniques are a sure supply to
lasting strength . In traditional Chinese martial arts, the
differences between external strength training and internal strength training are as follows:
1. The training approaches are different. External
strength training focuses on the exterior of the body,
on the muscles sinews and bones. It spends large
amounts of time on activities such as hitting heavy bags,
weightlifting, running and skipping to strength one's
muscles.
Internal strength training encompasses,
unique movement exercises (f,llf ~), standing poses
(zhuanggong}, refining techniques (dan cao shou) (¥ti
"¥-) and testing force . There is little use of training
equipment, neither is it necessary to roughen one's skin
or thicken one's muscles.
2. The kinds of injury inflicted on one's opponent
are different. The external strength martial arts practitioner is able to strike with massive force resulting in serious injury or lasting disabilities. Basically, the injuries
inflicted are to the muscles, tendons and bones. The internal martial arts practitioner may not leave visible
marks, but the person injured may feel as if all his internal

organs have been exposed, or that they have been rearranged. It can destroy the opponent's willpower in
moments.
3. The kind of strength used is different.
• External martial arts practitioner uses innate
strength, the kind of strength that we possess at birth.
When there is danger looming, anyone can swing a fist.
The strength used comes from the entir:e body; the process
starts with planting one's feet, turning the waist and ends
with throwing the punch. This is a totally natural reaction
which does not require much forethought. Even those
who have studied martial arts use the same process, albeit
with some refinement. For example, an ordinary person
may be able to throw fifty jin (each jin is equivalent to 0.5
kilo) in weight, a trained martial arts practitioner may be
able to manage eighty to one hundred jin.
• The internal strength martial arts practitioner has
to study and practice repeatedly how to deploy his
strength in a conscious manner, this skill is acquired. He
might have to go through a period of adjustment initially to be able to use his strength. When they strike,
internal martial arts practitioners can keep movement
in their trunk and waist minimal, their arms can be totally stretched out and yet the penetration power they
exert may "topple the mountains and overturn the
oceans" to reach the internal organs. The exertion of
force lasts a brief moment, about one-third of the time
that an external strength martial arts practitioner
needs. This unique way of striking is comparable to
being whipped and shaken, it is the internal organs that
are being damaged. Internal strength training is one of
the main areas where Traditional Chinese martial arts is
superior to other forms of martial arts. This is a s-kill that
is not found in external strength training, fist-fighting
or western style martial arts.
Internal strength martial arts threatens with the
power with which it can inflict injuries on the human
internal organs. This skill is unique-to Traditional Chinese internal martial arts. Using their excellent grasp
of the deployment of strength, the ancient masters
needed only one hit to create excruciating pain and to
totally destroy their opponents' will to fight.
Internal strength martial arts practitioners who use
the training of defense qi to achieve the power to inflict
internal injury are, in reality, making use of what the
ancients called "qi" (?,R). Qi is a special kind of impure
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and volatile energy that comes from defense qi. It is
not restrained by channels in the body and it is present
in the three yang meridians in the limbs and the external layers of the body. It is the basis of internal strength
training . The qi (?,R) within defense qi is important to
both external strength martial arts practitioners in their
striking training and internal strength martial arts practitioners in their training to harness internal strength.
Most internal strength martial arts practitioners use
standing poses (zhuanggong) and unique movement
exercises to stimulate the circulation of the qi (?,R) in defense qi. Sitting posture training and sleeping posture
training used in conjunction with internal strength exercises, stabalizes the training and balances the internal
health of the practioner.
It has been noted that in all of the martial arts texts
through the ages, there is no mention of defense qi. In
the works of Mr. Wang Xiangji (~Jifl), the modern master of internal strength fist-fighting, defense qi is briefly
mentioned without extensive discussion. Most martial
arts practitioners these days take the view that a great
part of the knowledge of zhuanggong and internal
strength has been lost to time. Most have only a superficial grasp of this core concept of traditional internal
strength martial arts.
From the above introduction, it is obvious that even
though there are a variety Chinese Traditional martial
arts styles and internal strength use, all the fighting
skills are built on the foundation of internal qi (?.'R) in
defense qi.
All human movement is dictated by the structure of
bones and joints. Similarly all physical activity such as
martial arts and sports are governed by the same
anatomy. All martial arts styles are limited by the bodies
natural range of motion. Deep understanding and harnessing of the massive energy within the human body
and a complete knowledge of the bodies natural
anatomy can be combined to create one complete system of martial arts.

Thousand lin Great Force Universal
Combat Techniquell (=fJT§tJ5*~lh)
11

The ancient saying, "A strong man can overcome
ten who have been trained in the martial arts," may be
slightly exaggerated, but it does state an important concept, which is, the importance of strength in combat.

We all have different physiques, for example, westerners and Asians, the tall and the short, the strong and
the weak, males and females; this determines the kind
of physical power we possess. In a sports competition,
the discrepancy can be addressed through instituting difference classes by weight or gender. In self-defence,
however, the gap is one that is impossible to fill. The only
way to compensate for this is through internal strength
training. One's internal strength is determined more by
one's diligence in training than by one's physical build.
"Thousand Jin Great Force Universal Combat Technique" (=f/TeJJ~~l}J) has always been regarded as
one of the secrets of internal strength martial arts. It is
a compulsory basic course for all who study traditional
internal strength martial arts. It uses the defense qi that
is in the human body. By harnessing its swiftness and
volatility through using breathing exercises, defense qi
is stimulated and quickly fills the three yang meridians
in the limbs to the tips of the fingers and toes) as well
as the qi thoroughfares in the body. This will greatly increase the strength and power of the practitioner.
There are five steps in "Thousand Jin Great Force
Universal Combat Technique". They are, breathing to
open the meridians, exhaling to shake up the meridians,
holding the breath to adjust the meridians, collecting
the energy to strengthen the meridians and moving the
energy to fill the meridians. It is simple and easy to
learn, yet effective. As long as one perseveres, one will
be able to achieve outstanding results.
This being the 25th Anniversary of CCKSF, I would
like to share with my colleagues the technique of
breathing to open the meridians for their reference. It
is also my gift to the any person interested in the study
of internal training.

Breathing to Open
the Meridians
This training can be
done in a standing or sitting position, but the sitting position is preferred.
Sit straight on a chair
facing south. The two
feet should be placed
apart at the same distance

fig . 1
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as the width of the shoulders. The toes should be
pointed forward. The thighs and the lower leg should
form a 90° angle. The back should not be leaning on
the back of the chair. The baihui point on the top-mid dle of the head (s~'i\) should be in straight alignment
with the huiyin point which is the center of the pelvis (
~i!t'i\). Males should raise the left hand; females raise
the right hand. Put the hand about a fist's length away
from the mouth with the palm open and facing towards
you. The other arm should rest naturally on the thigh.
Relax the entire body and rid the mind of all thoughts.
When the mind is still, the breathing is natural and the
energy is focused, follow the steps below.
Quickly breathe in once through the nose. The inhalation should make a noise, at the same time swiftly tighten
the sphincter, stare intensely and breathe out into the palm
in front of the mouth. When exhaling, the lips are parted
in a thin slit; the breathing should be slow, lingering and
continuous, until all the air in the chest and abdomen has
been expressed and there is none left (see fig. 2 & 3). Then
quickly inhale a second time through the nose ...
When breathing
out into the palm,
sense the slightly
cool feeling in the
palm.Thelongerthe
cool feeling lasts the
fig. 3
better because it is
an indication that
the breathing method is accurate. Every inhale and
every exhale counts as one breath, repeat the count 200
times to complete the practice.

Tips for training:
1. When breathing in through the nose, the lips
should be closed. Aside from making a strong quick audible sound when breathing in, it is important to stare

with the eyes (that is, to open the eyes quickly), tighten
the sphincter (that is, quickly contracting the sphincter).
All these moves must be conducted simultaneously and
with sudden force .
When breathing out, it is important to express all
the air in the chest and abdomen until there is none
left. Only then should one breathe in again using the
nose. There should be no interval between inhaling
and exhaling. Accuracy in doing the above determines
the effectiveness of the practice.
2. The masters require that when doing the training, "the eyes should govern the nose, the nose should
govern the mouth, and the mouth should govern the
mind." That is to say that when practicing this technique, one must be totally aware of the movements of
the nose, mouth and mind so that one stays focused . In
other words, in the course of training, one must not
look around and allow the attention to stray.

Guidelines to note:
1. When breathing in quickly through the nose,
because the breaths are short, the amount of air inhaled is way less than the amount exhaled. Beginners
may feel sick or shortness of breath. At this time, stop
the training and wait until the breathing has returned
to normal before resuming. When training, it is important to keep count of the number of breaths and make
sure that 200 breaths are completed. Try to avoid interruptions. In about a week's time, the beginner will find
it is much easier to do the breathing practice.
2. A small number of people may feel a slight
headache, nausea or slight pain in the stomach during
training. This is because when they breathe in, they are
unable to tighten the sphincter and stare with the eyes.
These two movements affect the amount of air intake
as well as the smoothness of the breathing.

Master Lee Chi Wai,
Senior Advisor of CCKSF
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